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Estremadura, Bulawin, Esguerra and Deinla
as winners in DSPC
Rosemarie E. Dela Cruz

T he r e wer e fo ur
students from Moonwalk
National High School-San
Agustin Extension who
landed winning places in
the recently concluded
Division Secondary
Schools Press Conference
(DSPC) last September 8
at Paranaque National High
School Main.
During the awarding
ceremony held at San
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students. Estremadura and
Esguerra were from 10Neils Bohr section while
Bulawin and Deinla were
from 10-Michael Faraday.
They were preparing to
compete for the regional
level to be held at San
Francisco High School,
Quezon City in September
25. Their trainers were
Mrs. Mylene M. Lopez and
They were all grade 10 Mrs. Cherry Lyn S.
Quising.

The extension school
Moonwalk National HS-San
is
a
small one but it is
Agustin Extension booms
functioning and operatout
ing as its main campus
Junnelyn Bulactial

Moonwalk National High School created its annex school last August 2013 to
accommodate the Senior High School
expansion program of the school.
The extension school is located near
the San Agustin Elementary School. It has
8 classrooms which caters to 735 students. It has 24 teachers and 5 nonteaching personnel.

do.

It is standing and
paving its name as it
joined and competed
with other big schools
from division to regional
level, with Dr. Gerry C.
Catchillar as school principal.
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English/Filipino Department wins 2nd Place
Best Summer Reading Implementers
Dave Kierby Garces

Moonwalk National High
School-San Agustin Extension
won as 2nd place Best Summer Reading Implementers.
The contest activity was
done simultaneously last
April 24-29 at the main campus.
The said school activity
invited students who were
poor in reading and in comprehension.

Bullying is a crime 6
All to God

Antonio Gym last
September 28, Rezel
Estremadura won 3rd
place in news writing
English, Jevy Rose Bulawin
garnered 7th place in
editorial writing English,
Darlyn Esguerra landed
8th place in pag-uulo at
pagwawasto ng balita and
Rona Mae Deinla bagged
6th place in balitang isports.

7
8
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There were different activites done to enhance and to
motivate more the poor readers.

The teachers involved in the implementation and administration
were Mrs. Fatima M.
Garay, English/Filipino
coordinator, Mrs. Cristy
S. Adriano, assistant-tothe principal– Extension
Program, Mrs. Cherry
Lyn S. Quising, Ms. Joan
D. Pleras, Mrs. Mylene M.
Lopez, and Mrs. Eden B.
Paraiso.
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Campus journalists attend division seminar -workshop
Rosemarie E. Delacruz

Facebook photos

The campus journalists of Moonwalk National High School -San
Agustin Extension attended division
seminar-workshop on campus journalism in Paranaque National High
School Main last July 8 and 15.
The seminar-workshop equipped
the students the skills which were
essential on journalism techniques on
campus paper making like news writing, feature writing, science writing,
sports writing, photo journalism, editorial writing, editorial cartooning
and copy reading & headlining .
The workshop started at exactly
8:00 A.M. It was attended by all student journalists of the division both
from elementary and high school

levels.
The school writers who joined in
were Rosemarie E. Dela Cruz, Bryant Carlos Aunor, Jevy Rose S. Bulawin, Renz May Silahis, Dave Kierby
R. Garces, Fiona Lorraine Wee, and
Alreich Millan Camposano.
Mrs. Mylene M. Lopez served
as the school paper adviser and
trainer.
Moonwalk NHS-San Agustin Extension
conducts NCAE for Grade 9
Fiona Lorraine Wee

Paranaque City celebrates
festival of talents
Rezel Estremadura

Paranaque City held its first festival of talents last September 5,6 and 7.
The festivity was a joint project of
the local government unit and division
schools. It was the first celebration
that showcased the different talents of
the people of the city.
All schools in the division were
involved in the activity. There were
contests in float making, bayle sa kalye,
and other academic contests pertinent
to all subject areas.
The main organizers of the said
celebration were Hon. Mayor Edwin
Olivarez, Dr. Magdalena Lim, division
schools superintendent, and Mr. Aguilar, president of Association of Barangay Chairman (ABC) Paranaque chapter.
Baclaran Elementary School hostFacebook photos

ed the said event.

Facebook photos

National Career Examination (NCAE)
for Grade 9 was held last August 30-31.
There were 149 examinees. Teachers from
La Huerta National High School served as
room examiners.
As early as 6:00 AM, testing materials
were delivered. Ms. Mabelle R. Valdeleon,
School Testing Coordinator received them.
Meanwhile, Ms. Cristy S. Adriano, Assistant
to the Principal-Extension Program served
as the Chief Examiner.
There were five rooms used where the
total number of examinees were equally
distributed.
The NATIONAL CAREER EXAMINATION was an aptitude test designed toward
providing information through test results
for self-assessment, career awareness and
career guidance of high school students for
their post-secondary courses and application for scholarship. It is a test that is mandatory.
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MwNHS-San Agustin Extension joins National Simultaneous Earthquake Drill (NSED)
Fiona Lorraine S. Wee

STUDENTS OF MOONWALK NATIONAL
HIGH SCHOOL-SAN AGUSTIN EXTENSION PREPARE FOR THE COMING CALAMITIES

Moonwalk National High
School-San Agustin Extension
successfully conducted the simultaneous earthquake drill last
June 29. The morning session
started at 9:00 A.M while the
afternoon session did it at 2:00
P.M.
All the students were informed the appropriate things
to do if ever an earthquake may
occur.
The Boy Scout of the Philippines (BSP) and The Girl Scouts
of the Philippines (GSP) members were auto-

Brigada Eskwela opens

Photos by A. Camposano

matically involved during the
drill. There were also chosen
students who served as first
aiders .
The students actively partic-

ipated during the drill and were
very eager to grasp the safety
measures to do. While the first
aiders including the BSP and the
GSP fulfilled their duties to save
and help the victims during the
drill.
―I have learned a lot of things
during the drill and gain the fact
that we are preparing ourselves for
our safety, ‖ a grade 9 student
said.
According to Erika Escaran, a
Girl Scout member said, ―During
the drill you can see the teamwork
that was exerted by every first aiders.‖
Mrs. Mabelle Valdeleon
trained and led the first aiders.

Jevy Rose Bulawin

Brigada Eskwela for this
year started last May 18. Mrs.
Cristy S. Adriano, asst. to the
principal-Extension Program
spearheaded the activity. The
faculty and staff worked together.
Officially, there were 5 days
brigada days to prepare the
school for the opening of classes. There were volunteers,
supporters, sponsors, parents,
and students who joined.
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10-Michael Faraday portrays Song of Roland
Dave Kierby R. Garces
10-Michael faraday students played
and casted the ―Song of Roland.‖ They
performed at room 303 last December
19. Dave Kierby R. Garces directed
the one-act play who was also the director of the last year‘s play ―The Eagle.‖
The play‘s lead characters were:
Jomel Nicer(Roland), Maribel Carbaquel(Aude), Virgilio Valdez(King Marcelon), Angel Nocete(The Queen of
Saracens), and Dave Kierby R. Garces
(Charlemagne).
The one-act play was a combination of action, romance, and tragedy.
The viewers were Grade 7 students.
After the play, there was picture taking
with the cast.
Mr. Noriel P. Pujante was the class
adviser of 10-Faraday with Mrs. Mylene
M. Lopez as their English teacher.

Photos by J. Magnase
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Torch Bearer
Junnelyn Bulactial

―If your actions inspire others

to dream more, learn more, do
more and become more, you
are a leader.”
- John Quincy Adams
According to expert
Warren Bennis once stated,
―Leadership is the capacity
to translate vision into reality.‖ Great leaders possess
dazzling social intelligence, a
zest for change and above
all, a vision that allows them
to set their sights on the
things that truly merit attention. Not a bad skill set for

the rest of us, either.

They say that it‘s really
hard to be a leader because
you‘re the one who has
more responsibilities to do.
For example in your school,
you‘re the one who leads
Being a leader can teach you
your members in every rehow to manage or to lead in
porting and etc.
As a leader your role is
to lead not to command
because if you‘re commanding you‘re acting like a boss.
Leader and boss have a big
difference.

positive pants
on”
-unknown

Be Positive!

As a little kid we have been taught to
become confident. Everyone must be
confident and that will bring you to the
top and could drag you down.
Roman 12: 3 says, ‖As God‘s messenger, give each of you this warning:
Be honest in your estimate of yourselves, measuring your value by how
much faith GOD has given you‖—Holy
Bible, New living translation. God is
teaching us to be honest, estimating
ourselves. Confidence means humility.
Being humble in God‘s presence is
confidence and we must measure it, too
much of it is a sense out of humility.
Measuring our faith is in GOD. He
teaches us to be humble in His presence.
―GOD is our refuge and strength,
always ready to help in times of trouble
which was written in Psalm chapter 46.
GOD is GOD.
Asking Him by
praying will give us strength. He will not
drag us down for He is ‗‘always ready to
help.‘ ‘We‘ve been having friends since
we were little, and we must know that
God is our friend, too. Just like how our
true friends help us in trouble, how
much more with God? So that all must
be reminded that strength comes from
those who‘d ask for it. Believing is
having strength.

the people
others to
more. Just
implement
you are a

selves and others to do

Jevy Rose Bulawin

―Put your positive pants on‖-unknown.

your future. You can be a future
leader in our country, future
leader in a company and etc.

Leadership is for
who can ―inspire
move, and to dream
remember you can
the good deeds if
Leaders can help themgood leader.

Take yourself OUT!
“Put your

right thing. Good leader can
inspire others, too because
implementing the right
things starts with you not
theirs. If they saw you doing
the right things they will do
that, too.

John 7: 38 says, ‗‘If you believe in me,
come and drink!‖ For the scriptures
declares that rivers of living water will
flow out from within.‖ Believing in God
and having faith in Him accepting Him as
your Lord and savior will give you
more extra faith in Him not in yourself.
For we as
Christians (Catholics,
Jehovah's witnesses, Born Again, etc.)
must have faith in Him. Confidence or
must what we say Faith always came from
the Lord. You will never doubt in yourself if
you have faith. For you will always know that
you are doing it for God not for you, for your
crush, family, friends or anyone else. You are
doing this to glorify God and to praise Him.
Accept Him first and self-esteem will
forever flow in your life. More faith for it was
proven. So be truly glad!

―Ma‘am Xty‖
Rosemarie Dela Cruz & Junnelyn Bulactial

She graduated college at Unibersidad
de Santa Isabel Bachelor of Secondary
Education major in Biology. In year 2006
to 2008, she took her masteral units at
University of Nueva Caceres with the
degree Master of Arts in Environmental
Science major in Bio-chemistry and also
had completed the academic requirements at University of La Salette Inc. for
Master of Arts in Education major in
Educational Management year 2014-2016.
She is happily married with two kids.
A wise and smart role model that showed
heart through patience in teaching, had
played a big role in students‘ lives especially to the grade 10 students, helping
them to be ready in next year‘s challenges—such as entering K-12 .
Indeed, she was awarded as one of
the Most Outstanding SecondaryTeachers
division level last October 5 during the
World Teachers‘ Day division celebration.
Mrs. Adriano had showed her students what life like is, and how simply you
could love your hatiest subjects through
her passionate teachings.

―To become a good person, to become
an instrument in social transformation,‖ is
her inspirational vision. Mrs. Cristy San
Jose Adriano is the current Assistant to
the principal and also a Science teacher
at Moonwalk National High School-San
Agustin Extension.
As a teacher she has taught her past
and present students a lot of things. Not
just Science subject but also life learnings.

Photos by J. Bulactial
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What will be in Future Generations?
By: Nigel Brutas

To start, what is our
current situation? Our planet is already one foot on the
grave. Before we knew it
our environment will soon
be no more.
With birthrates –
increasing, polar caps melting, ozone layer depleting,
and hundreds more environmental problems, how
shall we, humans overcome
these problems for the better of our future genera-

tions?
We could change our
ways to a cleaner, safer,
easier, and more reliable
ways to preserve and save
the earth from our doings.
We should switch to ways
that should help us. With
our modern scientific
knowledge, there should be
no more than plenty ways
to start change.
When shall we start?

When the earth‘s already
destroyed? We should appreciate now while it is still
habitable. Soon, the day will
come that our atmosphere
is no more breathable,
plants are not edible, soil
and bodies of water polluted with trash. Every move
we make, even in little ones
could save our future.
WE SHOULD START
NOW!

Drug you Down
By: Bryant Aunor

Everytime we watch news
patrol or listen in radio, we
always see many people died
because in what so called ―War
on drugs,‖ one of our President‘s program. They said that
this program can help to decrease the crime rate in our
country but a lot of people
were affected. If you‘re one of
the user or pusher of drugs
your life will be taken away.
The authority action in illegal
drugs related is the oplan to-

khang. Oplan tokhang is taking
away someone‘s life who is
related on illegal drugs. As we
can see Illegal drugs have rampant damage in someone‘s life.
Illegal drugs have so many substances that can kill a person‘s
life. In our country even the
teenagers fought. In their young
age they knew how to use
drugs and also possessed guns.
There are so many reasons
why other people do that but
those reasons can‘t change the

fact that their life be ruined.
Likewise, use of illegal drugs
also leads to poor health and
bad reputation.

Remember, your life will
be like faded ashes if you
open your gate in the world
of ―Illegal drugs.‖
Don‘t let DRUG ―drag
you down!‖

By: Bryan Aunor

This is a big thing all of us
face. Especially us, students,
this is a major thing that hinders us from being smart, because if you are lazy, your
eagerness to learn, is lessen. In
easy words you‘re too lazy to
learn, too lazy to do your activities and other school works,
so if you are wondering why
aren‘t you getting good grades
and learning, stop wondering
and get rid of your laziness!
Choose the right friend!
Friends can be one of the

greatest things that can influence you on every aspect.
That‘s why you need to choose
the right friends, by which
means you must get some
friends who have good influence on you, for example, they
study and maintain their good
grades, they have fun in a good
way, they encourage and motivate you to do good on your
studies.
Grades before other stuffs!
For sure, there are a lot of
student that are like these; they
do wear fancy clothes to look

“There are many
things worth living

How To Be Smart
Get rid of your laziness!

The Future Earth
looks like this?

cool but can‘t make their
grades good-looking, worrying
more how to look than how to
make their grades higher.
Well, before other stuffs
make sure that your grades are
in good condition, well, you can
wear fancy clothes, you can
make your self good-looking
and also you can have a girlfriend/boyfriend, but make sure
that you don‘t forget about
your studies! And you should
know what to prioritize.
You yourself, should encourage and motivate yourself
to do good on your studies,

for, a few things
worth dying for, and
nothing worth killing
for.”
― Tom Robb
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Bullying is a crime
“Bullying is a common issue
that is happening in schools,
homes, and anywhere else.
What is bullying?
Bullying is an unwanted,
aggressive behavior among
school aged children that involves a real or perceived power imbalance. The behavior is
repeated, or has the potential
to be repeated, over time.
Both kids who are bullied and
who bully others may
have serious, lasting problems.
According to Michael Corry
bullying is a crime not just a
problem and he also believed
that bullying should be regarded as a work-related injury and
that bullies should face criminal prosecution.
Life is a ﬁght, but not
everyone’s a ﬁghter.
Otherwise, bullies would
be an endangered
species.
-Andrew Vachss

Students that are bullied at
home commonly become the
school bullies. They take out
their rage on smaller or weaker children in order to give
themselves power since they
are powerless at home. Another reason a student may bully
another is self-protection.
Sometimes a child will partici-

pate in belittling another person to prevent the bullies from
picking on them; they divert
the attention to another and
become part of the power
rather than be victimized.
Because of their perceived
strength, children often respond to bullies as they would
a leader and do what they are
told (ex. giving up their lunch
money, or doing someone
else’s homework). But there is
a real difference; a natural
leader takes charge with good
intentions, while a bully will
dominate another person at all
costs. There are circumstances
where a leader is also a bully,
but that is off the topic here.
Most bullies have low selfesteem and feel powerless at
their core. The dynamic of
predator/prey can change for
the victim if the bullying is
caught early and parental involvement occurs.

an honest discussion needs to
take place. A parent needs to
inform his or her child that
harmful behavior is unacceptable.
Teach your child to stand
up for themselves consistently,
and be unafraid to involve the
authorities which includes the
school administration. Abusive
behavior has consequences,
and should not be encouraged
to continue. To additionally
support their child who is being bullied, parents may keep a
journal or have their child
write a bullying essay of sorts
to express their feelings about
the bullying situation.
We just need to protect
and respect ourselves to prevent abuse from bullying.

When a parent understands
via a bullying essay, video, or a
story that bullying is happening on the playground, in the
school, on the bus, or online,

Through the edge
Jevy Rose Bulawin
2017—a beautiful great
year for all of us. It was a
year where we’d suffered,
enjoyed and learned. The
school year where a lot of
memorable things and events
had happened.
This coming April is the
awaited day of our school‘s
moving up ceremony. Sad to
say that not all of us could.
Uppers do deserve it. It
was shown through their hard
work.
―The elevator for success is
out of order. Take the stairs
instead,‖ is a well known quotation. There was no short cut
to learn. We still have to do
things step by step. Doing such
assignments, projects could
help students grow, even they
are at home and submitting
such works was a product-act.

.

Good followers are good
leaders. We must assure
that it was shown. Obedience must be present anytime, anywhere . You cannot
pass if you are not following
the teacher‘s instructions.
While on the other hand,
teachers are leaders. They
train the next generation,
students to be leaders. Dr.
Jose Rizal said, ‗‖The youth
is the hope of the fatherland.‖ Sure. Students were
equipped by teachers to be
next generation leaders.
―Optimism is being realistic without closing your mind
into possibilities‖—Agape.

During the counseling of
Mrs. Mabelle Valdeleon, guidance teacher to grade 10
students she said that
―Emotions are Illusions created by our minds.‖ True. It
was not our heart but it is
our brain. She also said;
―Mind over body‖ but it
must be ―soul over mind‖
for it was not our feelings or
emotions why we are living.
It was our Faith. Our faith
tells who we are. We are
living by it. And our faith
must be God. Teachers had
taught students to trust in
God. For He was the center
of everything.

Lastly, not all students
can pass. But they were
reminded that if not now,
then there was better and
more to come.. They said
that these students were
cheaters, well, we cannot
assure that. Teachers are
too strict to be cheated.
Grade 10 completers
deserve to pass. Through
the edge, they‘d show hard
work and and confidence.
By faith they‘d lived. Teachers taught them to be
equipped.
Yes, we deserve it!
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All to God

Once there was an empty, blacken
space

YOU

Let us sing, dance and have joys in
our hearts.

But you’d made just through your
grace,

Because you’d help us to accomplish each and every races.

You are, God and no one seen your
face

You are the only, forever

You’d love, sacrificed and forgive,

You made us eyes so we can see.

Though no one and will never deserve,

This is so much pretty,

All our sins you’d paid.
All of us, don’t deserve you,
But you deserve our praises,

‘Cause it’s you that the most
Next to God you are.

You are the highest: Holy

You are the Holy God of our forever days.

We are broken but you’d made
yourself as Aid,

Even if I fail :I’ll still try
Even if it hurts I’ll still catch you

victory,

You are best, you set us free,

Things aren't the same I know
Things aren't okay, you know But I will
never stop loving you
Even if it’s you that hurt me thou’

The world: Appreciating’ its beauty,

I’ll do my best to protect you

You are everything,

To be with you as long as I could

You will never be beaten,

To help you, yes I would.

Oh God: YOU ARE MIGHTY!

Please just give me a chance

To love you no matter what

And I will never waste it.

Stop the killings!

Friendship story

Faded

Gien Ann Navarro
Faded...
Characters: Marie Kiana
Lily , Bobby , Jen , Rain
Don't beg for anyone to
stay in your life, if they want
to be a part of your life, they
will stay. Year 2015, we may
say that our friendship is the
luckiest group of girls in the
world, I mean the universe
rather.

’A friend is a
loving companion at all
times’’

Our story began when we
were in Grade 8, at first we
treated each other as
strangers, we are talking to
each other but we're just
talking
about
academic
needs. The days went on
until the time we approached
each other and we became
friends...but wait I forgot to
introduce my self, I am
Kiana, I have four gorgeous
friends and they were Lily,
Elsea, Bobby, and Jen. We
were five in all.
Then we became Grade
9, we met Rain.
Let me introduce my
friends. I have a friend name
Elsea, She's the smartest of

all of us. She had an angelic
face, cute voice and a kind
attitude. Next is Lily, she has
an innocent mind, she
doesn't know some of the
Tagalog words and she
loves BTS. Jen, she's smart
but she's so stupid when it
comes to love. She's so kind
to her enemies, she has
many friends and she loves
her boyfriend so much. And
here's our moody friend,
Rain. Like I said earlier she's
always moody, hungry and
always missing in action.
Lastly, Bobby, she's my best
buddy, she's always with me
when I’m going somewhere
and she's always supporting
me. She's not just a friend to
me, she's like my sister . My
day is not complete when I'm
not talking to her.
While Rain
is like a
queen bee, some of the boys
in our school likes her.
As you can imagine our
friendship is almost perfect,
Yeah almost, but when we
were in Grade 10 one of our
friends is slowly drifted away
from us.

One of the reasons why
she left us was she found
new friends. It really hurts
when you see your bestfriend calling someone their
bestfriend, too. That feeling
when you remember those
memories with her and it will
just remain a memory. Will
we still be completed? Will
she comeback to us? Or will
she continually leaving us?
I made this story to tell
everyone that I was inspired
and motivated by my friends.
Despite of our differences
we were one in heart. They
colored my junior high
school life.
We may have separate
ways by now yet, just like a
picture of us it can be faded
yet the memories remain
forever and I treasured it that
much…
My friends, wherever you
are now I will always be the
friend you have known. I
won’t forget all of the things
we shared and laughed together. I will surely miss you.
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HOW TO PLAY BASKETBALL
Six Parts:

Originally invented as a
way of keeping students busy
during the cold winter
months, basketball was invented by James Naismith in
1891. The first game was
played by shooting a ball into
a peach basket nailed to a
railing, and the ball had to be
retrieved with a long dowel
after each successful shot.
Fast-forward through the
decades and names like Jordan, Shaq, Kobe, and LeBron
are almost immortal . Basketball is one of the most entertaining, challenging, and exciting sports in the world. You

The Hallmark

learning the Rules
Dribbling and Passing
Shooting
Playing
Defense
Paying Well

can learn the basic rules
and the fundamental skills
necessary to play.
- wikihow

Photos from the internet

Basketball promotes socialized Filipino Youth
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Journalism allows its
readers to witness history; fiction gives its
readers an opportunity
to live it.
- John Hersey

Dave Kierby R. Garces

According to Republic youth peer can play this
Act 232, article 14, sec- particular sport.
tion 19: Sports and proDid you know? That
gram and league competiPhilippines is one of the
tion in a mature sports.
nations that has the pasThis Republic act sup- sion in this sport, why?
ports the youth to engage Because as you can see
in physical activities es- basketball brings fun!
And here in the Philippecially in basketball.
pines you can easily find
A lot of Filipinos reala court in any barangay
ly love sports, especially
and other places.
when it comes to the sport
Filipino youth idolized
basketball.
many basketball superFor some little inforstars in the United States
mation, Basketball is a
and in the Philippines, as
team sport composed of
well. It serves as an in12-15
members
and
spiration to them to beplayed by 5 members came one of their idols
from each team at the
someday.
same time.
The heart of Filipinos
Basketball brings a big
on their passion for basimpact and love by many
ketball led them to form
Filipinos because of its
our very own team “Gilas
popularity and also afPilipinas ” that showcased
fordability to play, even a
Filipinos’ talent in this

sport.
But the most important
positive effect of playing
basketball is it saves the
youth away from bad vices and makes them a
healthy citizen of the
country.
Truly it makes us
healthier and physically
active.
I live my life trying not to never
appear to be a small man.
-Julius Erving
The idea is not to block
every shot. The idea is to
make your opponent believe that you might block
every shot.
- Bill Russell

